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INEQUALITIES CONCERNING THE CHARACTERS

OF A FINITE GROUP

K. L. FIELDSl

ABSTRACT. Given a finite group we provide explicit bounds (in terms

of the group order and numbers of conjugacy classes and involutions) for (a)

the number of real valued characters of type  R; (b) the sum of the degrees of

the irreducible characters; (c)  the sum of the entries of the character table;

(d) the sums (b), (c) restricted to real valued characters.  We also provide a

bound on the number of elements of order  2zz  in terms of the number of ele-

ments of order n.

Let us first observe the following inequalities, which follow by appli-

cation of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality if one regards the summations on

the left as inner products:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

X real
ax<k

J£x(fl)|< ^ |C(a)|l/%

Xreal

< kf\C(a)\,

Va<kl{>\C(a)\'A.

Here yja = îe(x)x(a> is the number of solutions in  G of y   = a; e(x) =

0, ±1, depending on whether the irreducible character  X is °f tvPe  C, R, H

(Frobenius-Schur [4]); ax is the sum of the elements in the )<Th row of the

character table; \C(a)\ = Iiz x^) is the order of the centralizer of  a £ G  [5];

c is the number of conjugacy classes; &,   is the number of real conjugacy
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classes; ra. = |C(a.)|  where a. is an element of the z'th class (an = e, raQ =

g = |G|); ttZj = \¡e; ¡y ¿2 = ^1 - 'i  are tne number of characters of type R, H

respectively; d= 2x(l); ¿j = ^XrealX(L)-

Observe that (4) and (5) both generalize a result of Brauer-Fowler, who

prove a slightly stronger result when a = e  [2, Theorem 2j], although cf. Re-

mark 1 below; and (1) and (2) frequently provide better upper bounds on the

character sums than those of [3J, L5j.

All of these inequalities are contained in the following statement:

The real symmetric matrix

M    =
a

x>,
|CU)|

Z  «x
X real

2>x

\C{a)\

\C(a)\

Z x<«)
Xreal

Z eWûx

yía

h-h

H'k

T.  ax T,ax
Xreal

Xreal

h'h lrl2

is positive semidefinite.

For (1)—(5) merely state that certain of the   2x2 principal minors ob-

tained by permuting corresponding columns and rows of Ma are nonnegative

(there are ten such minors altogether, but the other five lead to trivial or

weaker inequalities than those above).

To see that Mfl is positive semidefinite, merely obs.erve that Ma = AaA

where

"X

1

is the   5 x c matrix whose )(th column is as shown.

To obtain the inequalities which we desire, we permute corresponding

rows and columns of Ma and compute the  3x3 principal minors.

We should perhaps mention that we have here a veritable plethora of in-

equalities: first, for any  a £ G (and permutation of corresponding columns and

rows) all of the principal minors of M    are nonnegative; we may also average

the  Ma's  over subsets of G to obtain positive semidefinite matrices; or we
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may average the principal minors of Mfl  over subsets of  G; or we may use

Minkowski's result that the determinant function is concave on the set of pos-

itive semidefinite matrices to obtain inequalities between the principal mi-

nors of the averaged  M   's  and the average of the principal minors of M  .  We

will content ourselves here, however, with five (of the ten) 3x3 principal

minors of M     when  a = e:
a

(6) cklg + 2dml(ll- /2)- m\c- (lx - l2)2g-d2kx >0,

(7) k\g + 2d1ml(ll - l2) - m\k   - (/j - l2)2g - d\kx > 0,

(8)   (z»f)*i8 + **!*■ £«<xK- m\ Z«¿ - ki§2 - g(L¿xKy > °.

(9) (Zn)ki8 + 2dig(^  «xV^Z^-^g'-^Z  ««Wo,
' \Xreal       / \X real      /

(10) (Z"¿)c« + 2^(Z«x)- rf2Z«¿ - eg2 - g(Z«x)2 > °-

From (6), (7) we obtain (after substituting  /,=&,-/)

Theorem 1.

k.       m.d.        ,      I-5-1-

. ._

< 'l < 4 + ~- + J- ^gkx-d\)(gkx - m\),2 2g        2g

(A')

k,      m,d        i      r.-AT-~*i     OTirf       1     /T-9^-tT
-T + ̂ T-^Ac-^Kg^-raz^)

-z! - T+ ~%~+ 2j *gc ~ '(ëki ~ *»

(B) ¿1<W1      'r        2    +V(g^!   -w|)UJ   "(/r    ~/2)2),
A,

(C) «•"<«, \-^ + vv«*: - »jKc*! - (/, - /2)2)-

From (8), (9), (10), we obtain
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Theorem 2.

(D)
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(E)

(F)

Z^X)ax< m\ +( Z   «fJ     V*!  - ml/g>
VzVO      /

n\    V*i - ^i/g'Z   «x-^i
Xreal ■■*o

Zax-d\<(ZnrJc-d2/g

We conclude with three remarks and an application:

1. Concerning (A) and  (A ), one may estimate d., d by m.<d.<

y-ij/i
g    <d< eg     to obtain bounds on   I., l2  strictly in terms of g, m.,

k., c.   In particular we have m^/g < l^ < k^   which sharpens Brauer-Fowler

[2, Theorem 2j] in another direction.  We conjecture that   /j > k^/2; determin-

ing the exact relationship between   /., /,  and the internal structure  G  is an

old unsolved problem L1J - The upper bound in (A) is attained whenever k. =

/j (observe razj = d^  in this case); the upper bound in  (A ) is attained when-

ever c » k. = /,. Note, however, that the upper bounds are also attained for

the quaternion group of order 8 (where  /j = k^ - 1).

2. Concerning  (B) and (C), recall m. <d^ < d and, as in  (A)  and  (A ),

equality holds whenever £j = /j  (for (B)) or c = k^ = l^  (for (C)). One may

use the trivial estimate   |/j - ¡2\ < k^  to obtain bounds strictly in terms of

g, mv kv c.

3. Concerning  (D), (E) and  (F), recall that in [3] we proved that

1c(x)ax > (razj - 1) + (c - r) + (kx - k2) so  2«x > ^Xrealflx > 2f(x)«x > «t.

We conjecture that in fact  2av > d and  2„      ,a„> d,. Observe that  2av - d
' X — X real   X —     1 X

is the sum of the elements of the character table outside of the first col-

umn; and ^-vjeai^v- ¿i is the sum of such elements in rows corresponding

to real valued characters.

An application.  Let us again consider the positive semidefinite matrix

[v^     \C(a)\_

It we sum these matrices over the set of involutions of  G we obtain the pos-

itive semidefinite matrix

~mk1    raz4"j

. W4     Srj
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where  m denotes the number of involutions, m .  the number of elements of

order 4, and r the number of conjugacy classes of involutions. Hence m, <

yjgk^mr.  More generally,

Theorem 3.  // m    denotes the number of elements of order ra  and r    the
'       n  . ' ' n

number of conjugacy classes of elements of order ra, then

When ra = 1  we have again the aforementioned result of Brauer-Fowler

that  m < \gk. — 1.  Observe also that for the quaternion group of order 8,

m4 = 6 and gklm2r2 = 40.
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w,    <\gk,m r if n  is even,
in —     °    1    n n '

i-,    < \/gk,m  r   - m       if ra  is odd.
2n -   " °   I    » n n       '


